Obstetrics and Gynecology Fourth Year Advising Encounter Form

Student Name: ____________________________________________

College Advisor: ________________________________

Career Goal Advisor: ________________________________

Average Step 1 Score Matched 226 / Unmatched 209 – Your Score ______

Average Step 2 Score Matched 242 / Unmatched 225 – Your Score ______

Students participating in the National Resident Matching Program (NRMP) must have a passing score posted for Step 2 - Clinical Knowledge (CK) and Step 2 - Clinical Skills (CS) on or before November 1 of their fourth year/Individualization Phase or they will be subject to withdrawal from the NRMP.

Graduation Requirements for Class of 2017

☐ AHEC AI - Dates = ________________________________

☐ Critical Care – Dates= ________________________________

☐ Advanced Practice Selective – Dates= ________________________________

☐ Science of Medicine – Dates= ________________________________

☐ AI – Dates= ________________________________

☐ 5 Electives= ________________________________

☐ Planned Interview Time – (Circle all that apply) – Oct / Nov / Dec / Jan

Who are your letter writers? (MSPE does not count as one of your letters)

1. ________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________

Do you have Geographic limitations? Yes / No   Couples Matching? Yes / No

Average number of applications for a successful match = 34   Your Number ______

Target number of Interviews/ROL for a successful match = 12   Your Number ______

Has your personal statement been reviewed by College Advisor/CGA? Yes / No

Have you discussed a back-up or parallel plan with College Advisor/CGA? Yes / No